Civic Innovation Labs
Engagement & Technical Assistance
PLACEMAKING

Capitalizing on the distinctive assets of a community to integrate a mixture of uses that connect people and places on a human scale. It is a scalable strategy to create adaptable, economically competitive 21st century communities worth caring about.
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We love where you live.
What are Michigan communities doing to prioritize place?
Engaging the community
Exploring new partnerships
Supporting existing businesses
And investing in new ones
... including the really new ones
Taking full advantage of parks & public spaces
Enhancing public spaces with art
... of all types
... of ALL types
Thinking about roads a little differently
Getting creative with funding
Showing community pride
Empowering PEOPLE to do what they do!
Our goals

• Strengthen local capacity
• Deeply engage League members
• Inform & support local innovation
• Broaden community partnerships beyond “usual suspects”
What do Civic Innovation Labs look like?
Feedback

• What are your barriers to positive change?
• What topics do you need help discussing in your community?
• How can we build on your existing local relationships?
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Sarah Craft
scraft@mml.org